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Next week: HSPH
Centennial Celebration
and Campaign Launch
The HSPH community is invited to
attend the simulcast of the
Centennial Medal and Next
Generation Award Ceremony,
October 24, from 3:30-4:30 PM
and the Community Centennial
Celebration, October 25, from
3:00-4:00 PM. Both events will be
held in the Kresge Cafeteria.

 
Protecting HIV-infected
children against puberty
delays
Researchers from HSPH found
that newer combination
antiretroviral (ARV) drug therapies
for HIV appear to protect against
puberty delays among children
born with HIV.

 
Painting a picture of
older Africans
A large study aims to shed light
on how people in Sub-Saharan
Africa are faring as they age,
given that both infectious and
non-infectious diseases are
becoming increasingly chronic,
with people surviving longer but
coping with long-lasting ailments.
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Event Highlights

Flu clinic at HSPH
Free for faculty, staff, students.
Harvard ID required. 
Final date: October 31
9:00-11:00 AM 
Kresge Cafeteria

38th Annual Joseph
Garland Lecture
Adventures at the Intersection of
Medical Journalism & Public
Health
Speaker: Lawrence Altman,
medical journalist/columnist, The
New York Times; clinical
professor of medicine, NYU
October 23 
5:30-6:30 PM 
Carl Walter Amphitheatre,
Tosteson Medical Education
Center, Harvard Medical School

HIV and Cancer: Building
Research Collaborations
and New Initiatives
November 5, 2013 
11:30 AM- 6:30 PM
Joseph B. Martin Conference
Center and Jimmy Fund
Auditorium

Event calendar >

Centennial Moments

Successes, stories, and
surprising facts as the School
celebrates its 2013-2014
centennial.
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Humanitarian Crisis in
Syria
Watch a video of this October 16
Forum event, which examined the
practicalities and decision-making
driving the humanitarian response
to the crisis in Syria.

Linking TB and diabetes
The recent “TB in the 21st Century"
symposium drew researchers to
strategize against metabolic
diseases.

Student’s interest in
Taiwan food scandal
leads to published paper
The spread of tainted food
products highlighted the need to
strengthen global food safety for
Justin Yang (pictured, center).

2014 post-retirement health care changes
Learn more about coverage changes.

Safety presentation: Responding in a Crisis
The Harvard University Police Department is offering workshops to
train the community in steps for staying safe in the event of an active
shooter incident on campus. They presentations will be held at the
Armenise Amphitheater, Building D, Harvard Medical School, from
2:00-3:00 PM on the following dates: October 31, November 7,
December 5. Contact Rob Dickson with questions.

Dean’s Advisory Committee on Diversity &
Inclusion announced
This advisory and implementation committee is comprised of
committed faculty, administrators, alumni, students, and postdoctoral
fellows. Contact Kerri Noonan at or Felisa Nobles with comments or
questions.

Humanity Explored series visualizes human rights
This month-long series of events examines the role of art, design
and visual storytelling in the fight for human rights in some of the
world’s more unstable and challenging environments.

Committee on the Concerns of Women at Harvard
event
A talk with Leslie Morgan Steiner, writer of From the Ivy League to a
Gun at My Head: Demystifying Domestic Violence Stereotypes. 
October 23, 12:00-1:30 PM, Radcliffe Gymnasium

100 years of HSPH deans

More Centennial Moments

Research News

Hospital CEO pay not linked to
quality of care

With exchanges launched, ACA
rollout begins

Report gives U.S. low marks on
health and wellness

E-cigarettes: potential benefits,
harms
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Quick links: 
Kiosk issue archive | HSPH home page
Latest HSPH news coverage | HSPH calendar
Download our app for iPhone and Android | Download Harvard Public Health magazine for e-reader

Harvard School of Public Health | 90 Smith Street | Boston, MA 02120
Contact us
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